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Summary

Gravity and gravity gradiometry surveys have been widely used in mineral and petroleum exploration. Borehole gravity measurements can help to detect a deep target, which is of importance in studying both mineral and hydrocarbon (HC) deposits. Joint interpretation of surface and borehole gravity data can provide more insight about the subsurface geological structures than separate surface and borehole data. The major goal of this joint interpretation is to produce a 3D density distribution under the area of the a surface survey and in the vicinity of a borehole. This paper develops a novel approach to solving this problem based on the concept of potential field migration, which produces images of the subsurface density distribution. By applying the migration iteratively, we can generate a rigorous inverse model of the density distribution. The method is illustrated by the joint migration of the borehole and surface data for a set of representative density models.

Introduction

Gravity gradiometry has become widely used in geophysical exploration since it can provide an independent measurement of subsurface density distribution. The advantage of gravity gradiometry over other gravity methods is that the data are extremely sensitive to local density anomalies within regional geological formations (Wan and Zhdanov, 2008). The high-quality data can be acquired from either airborne, ground, or marine platforms over very large areas for relatively low cost.

However, the sensitivity of the gravity field is inverse proportional to the square of the distance. Making use of borehole gravity measurements can significantly improve the inversion result. Borehole gravity measurements were pioneered by Smith (1950) and then applied to problems of reservoir evaluation by McCullough et al. (1968). Unlike the shallower-sensing density log, the borehole gravimeter is insensitive to wellbore conditions such as rugosity and the presence of casing. The first-generation BHGMs (Borehole Gravity Meters) were limited to large-diameter, near-vertical boreholes and were deployed in wells for hydrocarbon (HC) exploration. The second-generation BHGM has been developed for mining and geotechnical applications (Nind et al. 2007; 2013). Prototype borehole gravity gradiometers have since been developed by Gravitec (e.g., Golden et al., 2007) and Lockheed Martin (DiFrancesco, 2007).

Several researchers have suggested to making joint use of the borehole and the surface data to improve the results of interpretation (e.g., Cao et al., 2013) and helping to overcome the narrower frequency bandwidth of the surface seismic data. Li and Oldenburg (2000) used 3D inversion of the surface and borehole magnetic data jointly to better define the deep target. Krahnenbuhl and Li (2008) and Sun and Li (2010) conducted a feasibility study of the joint inversion of the surface and borehole gravity data. Also, Rim and Li (2010) and Liu and Zhdanov (2011) demonstrated the capability of interpretation the gravity and gravity gradiometry data from a single borehole.

In this paper we introduce a novel approach to the joint interpretation of the surface and borehole gravity data based on the concept of the potential field migration, which provides fast imaging of the subsurface target (Zhdanov, 2002, 2015; Zhdanov et al. 2010, 2011). This paper develops a method of joint migration of the surface and borehole gravity data. The method is illustrated by the joint migration of the borehole and surface data for a set of the representative density models.

Migration of the surface gravity and gravity tensor fields and 3D density imaging

It is well known that the gravity field can be expressed by the gravity potential \( U(\mathbf{r}) \) as follows: \( \mathbf{g}(\mathbf{r}) = \nabla U(\mathbf{r}) \). The second spatial derivatives of the gravity potential \( U(\mathbf{r}) \),

\[ g_{\alpha \beta}(\mathbf{r}) = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \alpha \partial \beta} U(\mathbf{r}), \quad \alpha, \beta = x, y, z \]

form a symmetric gravity tensor:

\[ \mathbf{g} = \begin{bmatrix} g_{xx} & g_{xy} & g_{xz} \\ g_{yx} & g_{yy} & g_{yz} \\ g_{zx} & g_{zy} & g_{zz} \end{bmatrix}. \]

Let us assume that we have observed some component of the surface gravity field \( g_{\alpha}^{sh}(\mathbf{r}) \) and/or some surface gravity gradients \( g_{\alpha \beta}^{sh}(\mathbf{r}) \) over an observational surface \( \mathcal{S} \), located in the air or on the ground. The problem is to determine the 3D density distribution, \( \rho(\mathbf{r}) \), under the ground.

The surface migration gravity field, \( g_{\alpha}^{sm}(\mathbf{r}) \), is introduced as a result of application of the adjoint gravity operator, \( A_{\alpha}^{S*} \), to the observed component of the surface gravity field \( g_{\alpha}^{sh}(\mathbf{r}) \):

\[ g_{\alpha}^{sm}(\mathbf{r}) = A_{\alpha}^{S*} g_{\alpha}^{sh} \]  \quad (1)

where the adjoint operator \( A_{\alpha}^{S*} \) for the gravity problem is equal to:

\[ A_{\alpha}^{S*} = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \alpha \partial \beta} \]
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\[ A_α^α(f) = \int_S \frac{f(r)}{|r'|^2} K_α(r' - r) ds, \]  

where the kernels are equal to \( K_α(r' - r) = α - α', \) \( α = x, y, z. \)

From the physical point of view, the migration field is obtained by moving the sources of the observed gravity field above the observational surface. Nevertheless, the migration field contains some remnant information about the original sources of the gravity anomaly. That is why it can be used in imaging the sources of the gravity field.

In a similar way, we can introduce a surface migration gravity tensor field \( g_{αβ}^m(r) \) and use the following notations for the components of this tensor field:

\[ g_{αβ}^m(r) = A_{αβ}^m g_{αβ}^m, \]  

where the adjoint operators, \( A_{αβ}^m, \) applied to some function \( f(r), \) are given by the formulas:

\[ A_{αβ}^m(f) = \int_S \frac{f(r)}{|r'|^2} K_{β}(r' - r) ds, \]  

where the kernels, \( K_α \) are equal to

\[ K_α(r' - r) = \begin{cases} \frac{(α - α')(β - β')}{|r'|^2}, & α ≠ β, \\ \frac{(α - α')}{|r'|^2} - 1, & α = β = x, y, z. \end{cases} \]

We should note, however, that the direct migration of the observed gravity and/or gravity tensor fields does not produce an adequate image of the subsurface density distribution because the migration fields rapidly attenuate with the depth, as one can see from expressions (2) and (4). In order to image the sources of the gravity fields at their correct location, one should apply an appropriate spatial weighting operator to the migration fields. This weighting operator is constructed based on the integrated sensitivity of the data to the density.

We can find a distribution of the density of the gravity field sources, described by the following expression:

\[ ρ_{α}^{m_{α}}(r) = k_α^S (w_α^S(z))^2 g_{α}^m, \]  

where \( k_α^S \) is called a migration density.

The unknown coefficient \( k_α^S \) can be determined by a linear line search (Zhadanov, 2002; 2015) according to the following:

\[ k_α^S = \frac{||A_{α}^w g_{α}^m||^2_M}{||A_{α}^w g_{α}^m||^2_D}, \quad A_{α}^w = A_{α}^2 W_α^{-1}, \]

and the linear weighting operator \( W_α = W_α \) is selected as a linear operator of multiplication of the density \( ρ \) by a function, \( w_α \) equal to the square root of the integrated sensitivity of the gravity field, \( S_α. \)

In a similar way, we can introduce a migration density based on the gravity tensor migration:

\[ ρ_{αβ}^{m_{αβ}}(r) = k_α^S (w_α^S(z))^2 g_{αβ}^m. \]  

Functions \( w_α^S \) are equal to the square root of the integrated sensitivity of the gravity tensor fields, \( S_{αβ}. \) Thus, migration transformation provides a stable algorithm for calculating migration density.

**Migration of the borehole gravity and gravity tensor fields and 3D density imaging**

Let us assume that we have observed some component of the borehole gravity field \( g_{α}^B(r) \) and/or some borehole gravity gradients \( g_{αβ}^B(r) \) along an observational line \( L, \) associated with a given borehole. The problem is to determine the 3D density distribution, \( ρ(r'), \) around the borehole. Following Liu and Zhadanov (2011), the borehole migration gravity field, \( g_{α}^B(r), \) is introduced as a result of application of the adjoint gravity operator, \( A_{α}^L, \) to the observed gravity field:

\[ g_{α}^B(r) = A_{α}^L g_{α}^B, \]

where the adjoint operator \( A_{α}^L, \) for the borehole gravity problem is equal:

\[ A_{α}^L(f) = \int_L \frac{f(r)}{|r'|^2} K_α(r' - r) dl, \]

In a similar way, we can introduce a migration field, \( g_{αβ}^B(r), \) of the borehole gravity tensor components observed along a borehole \( L, \) and use the following notations for the components of this tensor field:

\[ g_{αβ}^B(r) = A_{αβ}^L g_{αβ}^B, \]

where the corresponding adjoint operators, \( A_{αβ}^L, \) applied to some function \( f(r), \) are given by:

\[ A_{αβ}^L(f) = \int_L \frac{f(r)}{|r'|^2} K_{αβ}(r' - r) dl. \]  

Thus, we can see that the migration field can be calculated everywhere around the borehole for a given values of the gravity and/or gravity gradient field, measured along the borehole. We should note, however, that the direct migration of the observed gravity and/or
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In this section we present an example of 3D joint migration for surface and borehole gravity gradient field data. We consider a model that contains two HC reservoirs with the size of 3000 m x 1500 m x 100 m (L x W x H). It is known that the density of sandstone is between 2.2~2.8 g/cm³, the density of shale is between 2.4~2.8 g/cm³, the density of petroleum is 0.64 g/cm³, the density of seawater is about 1.02 g/cm³. Therefore we can set the anomalous density of reservoir at -1 g/cm³. The upper reservoir is located at a depth of 1 km below the surface, and the lower one is located at a depth of 2 km to the surface with a slightly large size (see Figure 1).

The synthetic observed data were computed in the set of receivers, located on the ground over an area having 7 km in the x direction and 5.5 km in the y direction with 100 m separation in both the x and y directions. A borehole is located at a point with the coordinates x=3300 m and y=3800 m. The borehole receivers are located with a vertical separation of 50 m. The observed data were contaminated by 5% random noise (see Figures 2 and 3). For comparison, we first ran the iterative migration using the surface \( g^w \) component only. The misfit reached a 5% data error level. Figure 4 shows the result of iterative migration of the surface \( g^w \) component only at the cross section of x=3400 m.

Joint migration

Our goal is to jointly migrate the surface and borehole gravity tensor fields to make a clear image of a deep target. In order to image the subsurface density distribution, because the migration fields rapidly attenuate away from the borehole, as one can see from expressions (8) and (10). In order to image the sources of the gravity field at the correct location, one should apply the appropriate spatial weighting operator to the migration field. This weighting operator is constructed based on the integrated sensitivity of the gravity data to the density. Taking into account equation (9) and the direction of the steepest ascent, one can find an approximation to the distribution of the density as follows:

\[
\rho^m(r) = k^B \left( w^a(r) \right) \rho^m(r),
\]

(11)

where unknown coefficient \( k^B \) is determined by a linear line search (Zhdanov, 2002, 2015) as follows:

\[
k^B = \frac{\| A^w \rho^m \|^2}{\| A^w A^w^T \|}, \quad A^w = A^w A^w^T,
\]

and the linear weighting operator \( W^a \) is selected as a linear operator of multiplication of the density by a function, \( w^a \), equal to the square root of the integrated sensitivity of the complex intensity of the gravity field, \( S^a \). In a similar manner, we can introduce a migration density based on the gravity tensor migration.

Iterative migration

Equation (12) can produce a migration image of the density distribution in the lower half-space. A better quality migration image can be produced by repeating the migration process iteratively (Wan and Zhdanov, 2013). We begin with the migration of the gravity and/or gravity tensor field data observed on the surface and/or in the borehole. In order to check the accuracy of our migration imaging, we apply the forward modeling and compute a residual between the observed and predicted data for the given density model.

\[
r_1 = g^{pre} - g^{obs}
\]

(13)

where \( g^{pre} \) is the observed gravity or gravity gradient component; \( g^{pre} \) is the predicted gravity or gravity gradient component calculated with the density \( \rho^m \) obtain from equation (12). If the residual is smaller than the prescribed accuracy level, we use the migration image as a final density model. In a case where the residual is not small enough, we migrate the residual field and produce the density correction, \( \delta \rho^m \), to the original density model using the same analysis, which we have applied for the original migration:

\[
\delta \rho^m = k w^{-2} r_1, \quad \rho^m = \rho^m - \delta \rho^m
\]

(14)

where \( \delta \rho^m \) stands for the migration image obtained by residual field migration, equation (12).

A general scheme of the iterative migration can be described by the following formula:

\[
\rho^m_{n+1} = \rho^m_n - \delta \rho^m_n
\]

(15)

The iterative migration is terminated when the residual field becomes smaller than the required accuracy level of the data fitting. The iterative migration can be combined with the regularization method. This also allows us to apply the smooth or focusing stabilizers to produce a more focused image of the target (Wan and Zhdanov, 2013).
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Figure 1: Model. The blue dots shows the observed station at the surface. The red dots shows the observed position in the borehole.

Figure 2: Maps of the observed gravity and gravity gradient data on the surface.

Figure 3: Profiles of the observed gravity and gravity gradient data in the borehole.

The density image shows only one target, and the lower anomalous body cannot be seen at all from the surface data migration; even the data fitting is very good and the migration only runs 5 iterations. Figure 5 shows the result from iterative migration of surface $g_{zz}$ and borehole $g_{zz}$ components jointly at the cross section of $x=3400$ m and $y=2100$ m. One can see that the image shows clearly the two anomalous bodies from the cross section image. The predicted data fits well the observed data in both surface and borehole data.

Figure 4: The result of the iterative migration of the surface $g_{zz}$ component only at the vertical section at $x=3400$ m (the bottom panel). The blue line shows the observed data and the red line presents the predicted data on the surface (top panel).

Figure 5: The result of the joint iterative migration of the surface, $g_{zz}$, and borehole, $g_{zz}$, components at the vertical section at $x=3400$ m (bottom panel). The blue lines show the observed data and the red lines present the predicted data on the surface (top panel) and in the borehole (right panel). The white lines outline the true contours of the HC reservoirs.

Conclusions

We have developed a novel approach to the joint interpretation of the surface and borehole gravity and gravity gradient data based on the concept of potential field migration. The results of the numerical model study demonstrated that the potential field migration can be used for 3D imaging of deep seated HC reservoirs. The joint migration of the surface and borehole gravity and gravity gradient components can significantly improve the imaging of 3D targets in comparison to the use of the surface data only.
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